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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is TRUE about Transformer Stage when
$APT_TRANSFORM_COMPILE_OLD_NULL_HANDLING is set? 

A. A Modify Operator is inserted at run time before a Transformer stage to handle null values 

B. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then the
resulting output column contains a null. 

C. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then that row
will be dropped or, if a reject link had been defined, rejected 

D. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then the
resulting output column will be calculated ignoring the Null value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following environment variables can help in verifying whether data is evenly partitioned across all nodes? 

A. $OSH_PRINT_SCHEMAS 

B. $APT_RECORD_COUNTS 

C. $APT_PARTITION_COUNT 

D. $APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following stages requires a schema file when using Runtime Column Propagation? 

A. Modify Stage 

B. Data Set Stage 

C. Transformer Stage 

D. Sequential File Stage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When you read or write to a sequential file, and wish to have a value be identified with DataStage as NULL, which of the
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following is the correct option? 

A. Set format\\'s fill char option using the value 

B. Set string type default option using the value 

C. Set format\\'s null field value option using the value 

D. Set $APT_IMPEXP_REJECT_NULLS using the value 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A Parameter Set is a named object that can contain which of the following? 

A. Multiple parameters and only one value file 

B. Only one parameter and only one value file 

C. Multiple parameters and multiple value files 

D. Only one parameter and multiple value files 

Correct Answer: D 
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